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Government faces flak over multi-member CAG controversy

Three heads better than one

W

" DATE: 11 5 NOV ZD1Z

ith the government under fire In such a scenario, three
from the opposition and civil so- heads could prove to be
ciety the controversy surround- more efficient than one,
ing the Comptroller and Auditor General boosting transparency in
(CAG) needs to be seen in the right perspec- government accounting.
tive. Minister of state in the PMO V Naraya- The argument that a mulnasarny's statement- which he later recant- ti-rnernber CAG would
ed - that the government was actively dilute its efficacy doesn't
considering the recommendation of the cut ice. Institutions canShunglu committee report to make the CAG not depend on individual
a three- member body akin to the
Election Commission (EC) couldn't
- TIM E S V I E Whave come at a worse time. With the
.
CAGhighlighting several cases of financial personalities to function optimally. A con.
bungling ranging from 2G spectrum licens- sultative approach would impart vibrancy
ing to coal block allocations, the comment both in terms of work culture and ideas.
was bound to be seen as a move to stymie
Officers such as former chief election
the CAG. However, the Shunglu committee commissionersTNSeshanandJMLyngdoh
recommendation, which predated the CAG -credited with electoral reforms in thecouncontroversy, isn't bad in principle.
try - have had to work within a consultative
Since its inception, the CAG is one cons- framework with other election commissiontitutional set-up that has escaped broad- ers. Importantly, the BJP too has favoured
basing of its selection process and terms of broad- basing the selection process of the
service. This, despite the fact that the man- CAG- who is currently appointed by the govdate of the CAG- to auditthe accounts of the ernment - with leaders like L K Advani callUnion and state governments- is quite sub- ingfor a collegium system. A multi-member
stantial and getting increasingly complex. CAG is a logical part of the same reform.

Ploy to clip CAG'swings

T

he timing of the
UPA
governmerit's clumsy
suggestion to make the
CAG a multi-member
body is tmdoubtedly
suspect. The centroversial proposal comes
on the back of the
government's
acidic

the government's real intention? Is it to
democratise the CAG's functioning or to
clip the wings of its head, determined to
expose financial bungling? Nobody can
deny that Rai has shaken up the inert political and bureaucratic establishments,
fuelling a public discourse about government' policy transaction. In this respect.
the CAG is following in the footsteps
of former chief election commissioners
- CO U NT E R V IE W _ TNSeshanandJMLyng·
......
doh, who m their tune
Meghna Roy
had redefined the Elecobservations about the CAG's functioning,
tion Commission (EC) as an institution.
accusing Vinod Rai of transgressing his
Recall that sesfian had faced similar
mandate. It's now public knowledge that political ire when he single-handedly
CAG reports on 2G spectrum and coal allo- managed the EC. Wary of his strict
cations have hugely embarrassed the rul- enforcement of code of conductandelecingdispensation, besides creating a public toral reforms, political parties made
stir on policy matters. Rai, on his part, has the commission a multi-member body
publicly slanuned the government to the - precisely to clip Seshan's wings. Rai
extent of saying that he finds its 'brazen- is confronting a Seshan-like situation.
ness'indecision-making'appalling'.
Given the proposal's timing and the
Given the sharpness of these ex- government'spubliccriticismofRai,it
changes, the Congress's sudden talk would be naive not to read the governabout restructuring the CAG, does raise
ment's oblique message and take the
a couple of pertinent questions: What's
suggestion at its face value.
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